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ABSTRACT
With the recent advances of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in real-

world applications, such as Automated Driving Systems (ADS) for

self-driving cars, ensuring the reliability and safety of such DNN-

enabled Systems emerges as a fundamental topic in software testing.

One of the essential testing phases of such DNN-enabled systems

is online testing, where the system under test is embedded into a

specific and often simulated application environment (e.g., a driving

environment) and tested in a closed-loop mode in interaction with

the environment. However, despite the importance of online testing

for detecting safety violations, automatically generating new and

diverse test data that lead to safety violations presents the follow-

ing challenges: (1) there can be many safety requirements to be

considered at the same time, (2) running a high-fidelity simulator

is often very computationally-intensive, and (3) the space of all

possible test data that may trigger safety violations is too large to

be exhaustively explored.

In this paper, we address the challenges by proposing a novel

approach, called SAMOTA (Surrogate-Assisted Many-Objective

Testing Approach), extending existing many-objective search al-

gorithms for test suite generation to efficiently utilize surrogate
models that mimic the simulator, but are much less expensive to

run. Empirical evaluation results on Pylot, an advanced ADS com-

posed of multiple DNNs, using CARLA, a high-fidelity driving

simulator, show that SAMOTA is significantly more effective and

efficient at detecting unknown safety requirement violations than

state-of-the-art many-objective test suite generation algorithms

and random search. In other words, SAMOTA appears to be a key

enabler technology for online testing in practice.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Empirical software valida-
tion; Search-based software engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Given the recent achievements of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)

in many applications, including image classification [19] and object

detection [44], they are increasingly used in autonomous systems,

such as Automated Driving Systems (ADS) for self-driving cars.

Therefore, ensuring the reliability of DNN-Enabled Systems (DES)

in such contexts emerges as a fundamental topic in software testing.

As discussed by Haq et al. [14], DNN testing has two distinct

phases: offline testing where DNNs are tested as individual units

based on test datasets obtained without involving the DNNs under

test, and online testing where DNNs are embedded into a specific ap-

plication environment (e.g., a driving environment, often simulated

given its safety-critical nature) and tested in a closed-loop mode

in interaction with the application environment. In other words,

online testing is a priori more realistic and considers that predic-

tions generated by the DNNs when observing an environment state

at time 𝑡 impact the environment states after 𝑡 . For example, only

online testing can observe the accumulation of minor prediction

errors over time, eventually causing a critical safety violation (e.g.,

colliding with a pedestrian).

However, despite the importance of online testing for detect-

ing safety violations, automatically generating new and diverse

test data that leads to safety violations entails several challenges.

First, there can be many safety requirements, often independent

from each other, to be considered at the same time. Second, run-

ning a high-fidelity simulator to check safety violations is typically

computationally-intensive; the higher the fidelity of a simulator,

the more time it takes to simulate, which directly impacts the cost

of online testing. Third, the space of all possible test data that may

trigger safety violations is too large to be exhaustively explored.

Contributions. To address the above challenges, we propose a

novel approach, called SAMOTA (Surrogate-AssistedMany-Objective

Testing Approach), that combines two distinct techniques: (1)many-
objective search [2, 29] to effectively achieve many independent ob-

jectives (i.e., causing safety violations) within a limited time budget

and (2) surrogate-assisted optimization [17] to efficiently search for

critical test data using surrogate models that mimic the simulator,

to a certain extent, but are computationally much less expensive. In
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particular, following state-of-the-art surrogate-assisted optimiza-

tion algorithms [21, 39, 43], SAMOTAuses two search phases: global
search (with global surrogate models) that explores the search space

by capturing the global outline of the fitness landscape using global

surrogate models, and local search (with local surrogate models)

that exploits the local details around promising areas found by the

global search. We also improve the local search performance using a

novel, clustering-based approach that generates one local surrogate

model for test data belonging to the same promising area.

Though SAMOTA can be applied to any DES that should be

verified with online testing, we evaluated the efficiency and effec-

tiveness of the approach in the context of ADS. Specifically, we use

CARLA [7], a high-fidelity driving simulator, and Pylot [13], an

advanced DNN-enabled ADS (DADS) composed of multiple DNNs

capable of various tasks, such as traffic light detection, traffic sign

detection, object tracking, and object classification. More than 300

computing hours of experimental results show that SAMOTA is sig-

nificantly more effective and efficient at detecting unknown safety

violations than state-of-the-art many-objective test suite generation

algorithms and random search, within the same time budget.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• SAMOTA, a novel approach to automatically and efficiently

generate test data for online testing by carefully combining

many-objective search and surrogate-assisted optimization;

• An extensive empirical evaluation of SAMOTA, in terms of

efficiency and effectiveness, and its comparison with state-

of-the-art alternatives and random search;

• a publicly available replication package of the evaluation,

including the implementation of SAMOTA (see Section 6.6).

Significance. In many cyber-physical domains, it is clearly impor-

tant to identify potential safety violations in a DES through online

testing, involving a high-fidelity simulator in the loop, especially

when there are complex interactions between the system and its

environment. SAMOTA provides an efficient and effective online

testing approach using surrogate models while considering many

safety requirements at the same time. It is a practical enabler for the

online testing of complex DES in realistic contexts. Our research is

also an important step towards the scalable testing of DES, a very

active research area in software testing.

Paper Structure. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 provides background information on search-based testing

and surrogate models. Section 3 formalizes the problem of test suite

generation for the online testing of DES. Section 4 positions our

work with respect to related work. Section 5 describes our approach.

Section 6 evaluates our approach in the context of ADS. Section 7

concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Search-based Testing
Search-based software testing (SBST) [26] is arguably one of the

most successful fields in software testing research. The key idea is

to recast a testing problem as an optimization problem by properly

defining fitness functions considering the objectives of the testing

problem. For example, Panichella et al. [29] recasted the problem

of test suite generation for branch coverage as a many-objective

optimization problem, where the objectives are to cover individual

branches and the fitness function for each objective estimates the

likelihood of covering a branch. To efficiently achieve each objective

individually as much as possible, Panichella et al. [29] introduced

a many-objective search algorithm, named MOSA, that is tailored

for test suite generation. Later, Abdessalem et al. [2] presented

an alternative algorithm for many-objective test suite generation,

named FITEST, by extending MOSA to dynamically reduce the size

of populations during the search and thus improves its efficiency.

Both MOSA and FITEST are carefully designed for the test suite

generation problem by considering many objectives at the same

time and are known to be effective in this application context [2, 29].

2.2 Surrogate Models
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have been successfully applied to

many complex engineering problems [9]. However, the fitness func-

tion evaluation of such complex problems often involves computa-

tionally expensive simulations or calculations [18]. To address this

issue, many researchers have investigated surrogate models that can
replace the computationally expensive function evaluations with

much less expensive approximations. Among them, we briefly intro-

duce the most widely used surrogate model types, i.e., Kriging [33],

polynomial regression [34], radial basis function networks [5], and

their ensemble [12].

2.2.1 Kriging. Kriging (also known as gaussian process regression)

is one of the most widely used surrogate models since the 1970s.

Similar to regression analysis, it predicts the value of a function as

a combination of linear functions using a stochastic process. While

it provides the error value for each prediction, it is relatively more

time-consuming for training than other surrogate models.

2.2.2 Polynomial Regression. As a form of statistical regression

analysis, polynomial regression models the relationship between

the independent variable 𝑥 and the dependent variable𝑦 in the form

of 𝑛th degree polynomial in 𝑥 . Though it is simple and intuitive, the

existence of a few outliers can severely distort the approximation

in nonlinear problems [28].

2.2.3 Radial Basis Function Network. A radial basis function net-

work is an artificial neural network that consists of three layers:

input, hidden, and output layers. Radial basis functions are used as

activation functions, and the output of the network is a weighted

sum of radial basis functions. It is known to provide both computa-

tional efficiency and reasonable training accuracy [21].

2.2.4 Ensemble. Though many surrogate models have been stud-

ied, there is no single surrogate model that consistently performs

well for all problems [16]. To mitigate the issue, the ensemble of

different surrogate models can be considered. Specifically, given

an ensemble model m composed of member models 𝑚1, . . . ,𝑚𝑘 ,

the final output of m for an input 𝑥 , denoted with 𝑦m (𝑥), is the
weighted sum of all 𝑘 member outputs as𝑦m (𝑥) =

∑𝑘
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖×𝑦𝑚𝑖

(𝑥)
where𝑦𝑚𝑖

(𝑥) is the output of𝑚𝑖 for 𝑥 and𝑤𝑖 is a weight for𝑦𝑚𝑖
(𝑥).

Following Goel et al. [12],𝑤𝑖 is defined as𝑤𝑖 =
(∑𝑘

𝑗=1 𝑒 𝑗 )−𝑒𝑖
(𝑘−1) ∑𝑘

𝑖=1 𝑒𝑖
where

𝑒𝑖 is the training error of𝑚𝑖 .

Another advantage of using ensemble models is that we can eas-

ily compute the uncertainty of a prediction of an ensemble model.
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Specifically, the uncertainty of 𝑦m (𝑥), denoted with 𝛿m (𝑥), is de-
fined as 𝛿m (𝑥) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖, 𝑗 ( |𝑦𝑚𝑖

(𝑥) − 𝑦𝑚 𝑗
(𝑥) |) for 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘}

and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 . In other words, the uncertainty is calculated using the

maximum difference between the outputs of the 𝑘 member models.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we provide a general but precise problem description

regarding test suite generation for DES in the context of online

testing. We use DADS (DNN-enabled ADS) as an example of DES,

but the description can easily be generalized to all DES.

In online testing, the DADS under test are embedded into a driv-

ing environment, often in a loop with a simulator due to the high

cost and risk associated with the real-world testing of vehicles.

Using a simulator also enables the generation of various driving

scenarios using the simulator’s controllable attributes. In a simu-

lator, the DADS receives sensor data (e.g., an image capturing a

driving scene) generated by the simulator and produces control

commands (e.g., steering angle, throttle, and brake) to drive the

ego vehicle. Since the control commands actually drive the ego

vehicle being simulated in online testing, predictions generated

by the DNNs of the DADS at time 𝑡 impact the sensor data to be

generated after 𝑡 . Therefore, it is essential to run the simulator for

a specific driving scenario and check if a safety violation occurs.

The goal of online test suite generation for DADS is to generate a

minimal set of driving scenarios that cause the system under test

to violate as many safety requirements as possible.

More specifically, let 𝑠 be a driving scenario that defines the road

topology, weather condition, and the trajectory of other mobile ob-

jects (e.g., other vehicles and pedestrians) in a virtual environment.

The detailed definition of 𝑠 (i.e., the definition of test input space)

can vary depending on the configurable attributes of the simulator.

By embedding a DADS 𝑑 into a simulator and running it for 𝑠 , at

time 𝑡 , the simulator generates 𝑑’s sensor data 𝑖𝑡 , such as an image

capturing the driving scene (status) v𝑠,𝑡 taken by the front-facing

camera mounted on the ego vehicle’s dashboard. By taking 𝑖𝑡 , 𝑑

produces controls 𝑑 (𝑖𝑡 ) = (st𝑡 , ac𝑡 , br𝑡 ) where st𝑡 , ac𝑡 , and br𝑡 rep-
resent steering, acceleration, and braking commands, respectively.

The simulator then updates v𝑠,𝑡+1 by taking into account 𝑑 (𝑖𝑡 ). For
each v𝑠,𝑡 , we can verify if a safety requirement is violated or not. For

example, regarding the safety requirement of lane-keeping (i.e., the

ego vehicle should be in the center of the lane), we can measure the

distance of the ego vehicle from the center of the lane in v𝑠,𝑡 . If the
distance is larger than a certain threshold, the safety requirement is

violated. In general, let 𝑅 be a set of safety requirements and 𝑟 (v𝑠,𝑡 )
be the degree of the violation for a safety requirement 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 in

v𝑠,𝑡 . We say that 𝑑 violates 𝑟 in 𝑠 if 𝑟 (v𝑠,𝑡 ) > 𝜖𝑟 for any 𝑡 during

the simulation time of 𝑠 , where 𝜖𝑟 is a threshold for 𝑟 . Though that

may not be possible, test suite generation attempts to generate a

minimal set of test scenarios TS that satisfies 𝑟 (v𝑠,𝑡 ) > 𝜖𝑟 for all

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 for some test scenarios 𝑠 ∈ TS.
Test suite generation for DADS in online testing entails several

challenges. First, the test input space is too large to be exhaus-

tively explored because there are many attributes having many

options that can be selected for generating a certain scenario. For

example, road type has multiple options, such as straight, curved,

and cross junction. Second, there are many safety requirements,

usually independent of each other. For example, complying with

traffic lights is independent from keeping the center of a lane. This

further increases the complexity of the problem. Third, running a

simulator for a scenario is often time-consuming due to the inten-

sive computations required to dynamically update mobile objects

and render driving scenes in virtual worlds, with high fidelity; for

example, in our case study, one scenario execution in online testing

takes 5-10 minutes. Fourth, depending upon the accuracy of the

system under test, it may be infeasible to find a scenario causing

violations for some safety requirements. Considering a limited time

budget, if such infeasibility is observed at run time, it is essential to

dynamically and efficiently distribute computation resources to the

other safety requirements. Last but not least, DNNs in DADS are

often developed by a third party, with expertise in ML, who does

not provide access to internal information of the DNNs. Therefore,

online testing should be conducted in a black-box manner without

relying on internal information.

To address the challenges mentioned above, as detailed in Sec-

tion 5, we suggest combining two distinct techniques: (1) many-

objective search algorithms to effectively achieve many indepen-

dent objectives (i.e., causing safety violations) within a limited time

budget and (2) surrogate models that mimic the simulator, to the

extent possible, while being computationally much less expensive.

Furthermore, since it is black-box, this approach is DNN agnostic,

e.g., it does not make any assumptions about the DNN architecture.

4 RELATEDWORK
4.1 Online Testing for DNN-Enabled Systems
In recent years, online testing for DNN-Enabled Systems (DES) has

attracted more attention, especially in the context of ADS.

Gambi et al. [11] presented AsFault, a tool for automatically

generating road networks based on a genetic algorithm to test if

the ego vehicle under test keeps the center of the lane while driving

in a simulated environment. Majumdar et al. [23] presented Para-

cosm, a language and tool to systematically define and generate

test scenarios for autonomous driving simulations. They used a

fuzzing-based test input generation strategy to achieve high combi-

natorial coverage for the attribute values that define the test input

space. Tuncali et al. [36] presented Sim-ATAV, a testing framework

to generates test cases, using covering arrays and requirements fal-

sification methods, for autonomous vehicle with machine learning

components. Seymour et al. [31] presents an empirical study, in

which they generated test cases, using metamorphic and equivalent

partitioning techniques, to test DADS in black-box settings. Riccio

and Tonella [30] presented DeepJanus, a search-based approach

to generate similar input pairs, which causes the DADS under test,

with a focus on lane keeping, to mispredict for one input and work

fine for the other input. Despite this significant body of work, no

existing study focuses on performing efficient online testing for

DES, with many objectives (requirements), using surrogate models.

One notable exception is the study of Abdessalem et al. [1] as

they used ML models (i.e., decision trees) to better guide the search

process towards promising areas for efficient online testing for

vision-based DADS. Nevertheless, their approach is inherently dif-

ferent from ours since their models are not surrogate models that

can replace the computationally expensive fitness evaluations with
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much less expensive approximations but classification models that

help focus the search on the critical test input space. Furthermore,

they used the classification models outside the search algorithm

(i.e., NSGA-II) to reduce the search space, whereas we use surro-

gate models inside the search algorithm to calculate fitness scores

without using expensive simulators. In fact, their approach is based

on learnable evolutionary search [27], whereas our approach is

based on surrogate-assisted optimization [17]. Therefore, the two

approaches are orthogonal, meaning that one can easily combine

the two approaches together; for example, one can use SAMOTA

instead of NSGA-II for the approach of Abdessalem et al. [1] and

iteratively reduce the search space using decision trees while re-

ducing the execution time of fitness evaluations using surrogate

models in the main search algorithm.

4.2 Surrogate-Assisted Optimization
Addressing computationally expensive optimization problems using

surrogatemodels (see section 2.2 for details) has beenwidely studied

in the field of surrogate-assisted optimization [17].

Among many studies, Zhou et al. [45] presented a pioneering

idea of combining global and local surrogate models to acceler-

ate evolutionary optimization. Specifically, they used global sur-

rogate models to filter some promising individuals, and utilized

local surrogate models that represent the local fitness landscape

in the vicinity of the individual to accelerate convergence. The

experimental results on multimodal benchmark functions and a

real-world aerodynamic shape design problem showed that the idea

of combining global and local searches yields significant savings in

computational cost when compared to alternatives.

Following up on the idea of combining global and local searches,

Wang et al. [39] additionally used the prediction uncertainty of

global surrogate models to select candidates for actual fitness evalu-

ations. By providing the actual fitness scores of the most uncertain

candidates, it maximizes the information gain of the surrogate mod-

els, making them more accurate faster. Recently, Liu et al. [21]

also experimentally confirmed that using the most uncertain candi-

dates in addition to the best predicted candidates was a promising

strategy for solving benchmark problems with up to 30 dimensions.

However, no existing study addresses surrogate-assisted opti-

mization, combining global and local surrogate models, applied to

the problem of test suite generation for DES online testing.

5 SURROGATE-ASSISTED MANY-OBJECTIVE
SEARCH FOR TEST SUITE GENERATION

This section provides a solution to the problem of test suite genera-

tion for DADS, described in Section 3, by combiningmany-objective

search and surrogate models. In the following subsections, we first

describe how many-objective search can be used for the problem

of test suite generation for DADS. We then present our novel algo-

rithm for surrogate-assisted many-objective search.

5.1 Test Suite Generation using
Many-Objective Search

As described in Section 2.1, MOSA [29] and FITEST [2] have been

introduced in the context of software testing to maximally cover

individual test targets (e.g., branches). Therefore, we can apply the

algorithms to our problem by carefully defining a set of correspond-

ing test targets (objectives) and fitness functions.

Based on the problem definition in Section 3, we can define

test objectives as violations of safety requirements. Specifically, for

a set of safety requirements 𝑅 = {𝑟1, . . . , 𝑟𝑛} and a DADS 𝑑 , the

objectives to be achieved by a many-objective search algorithm

are 𝑟𝑖 (v𝑠,𝑡 ) > 𝜖𝑟𝑖 for all 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 where 𝑟𝑖 (v𝑠,𝑡 ) is the degree of
violation of 𝑑 for a safety requirement 𝑟𝑖 in scenario 𝑠 at time 𝑡 and

𝜖𝑟𝑖 is a violation threshold pre-defined by domain experts for each

requirement 𝑟𝑖 . In other words, the set of objectives is defined as

𝑂 = {𝑜1, . . . , 𝑜𝑛} where 𝑜𝑖 is 𝑟𝑖 (v𝑠,𝑡 ) > 𝜖𝑟𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.

Using the set of objectives, we can applyMOSA or FITESTwhose

pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1. It takes as input a set

of objectives 𝑂 = {𝑜1, . . . , 𝑜𝑛}, a population size 𝑝𝑠 , and a set of

thresholds 𝐸 = {𝜖𝑟1 , . . . , 𝜖𝑟𝑛 }; it returns an archive (i.e., a test suite)

𝐴 that aims to maximally achieve individual objectives in 𝑂 .

Algorithm 1: Many-Objective Search for Test Suite Generation

Input :Set of Objectives𝑂
Population Size 𝑝𝑠

Set of Error Threshold 𝐸

Output :Archive 𝐴
1 Archive 𝐴← ∅
2 Set of Uncovered Objectives𝑈 ← 𝑂

3 Set of Test Cases 𝑃 ← initialPopulation(𝑝𝑠 )
4 while not (stopping-condition) do
5 Set of Test Cases𝑄 ← generateOffspring(𝑃 )
6 Set of Test Cases𝑊 ← calculateFitnessSim(𝑃 ∪𝑄)
7 𝐴,𝑈 ← updateArchive(𝐴,𝑊 , 𝐸,𝑂)
8 𝑃 ← generateNextGen(𝑊,𝑈 )
9 return 𝐴

The algorithm begins with initializing 𝐴, a set of uncovered

objectives𝑈 , and a set of test cases (i.e., test scenarios in our context)

𝑃 of the size 𝑝𝑠 (lines 1–3). Until the stopping criterion is met (e.g., a

predefined computational time budget is exhausted), the algorithm

repeats the following: (1) generating a new set of test cases𝑄 using

genetic operators from 𝑃 using crossover and mutation (line 5), (2)

generating another set of test cases𝑊 by merging 𝑃 and 𝑄 and

calculating their fitness scores by executing a simulator for every

candidates in𝑊 (line 6), (3) updating 𝐴 and 𝑈 using𝑊 and 𝐸 such

that 𝑈 excludes the objectives that are covered (achieved) by𝑊

for 𝐸 and 𝐴 includes the test cases from 𝐴 ∪𝑊 , which are best at

achieving the covered objectives (line 7), and (4) generating the

next generation 𝑃 from𝑊 considering 𝑈 using selection (line 8).

The algorithm ends by returning 𝐴 (line 9).

The main differences between MOSA and FITEST are in the

initialPopulation function (line 3) and the generateNextGen function

(line 8): MOSA initializes 𝑃 as a set of randomly generated test cases

and keeps |𝑃 | = 𝑝𝑠 (typically 𝑝𝑠 is set to |𝑂 |), whereas FITEST uses

an adaptive random generation technique [6] to promote initial

diversity and keeps reducing |𝑃 | as |𝑈 | decreases.

5.2 Surrogate-Assisted Many-Objective Search
Algorithm 1 appears to be suitable for solving the problem of test

suite generation for DADS for online testing. However, iteratively
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evaluating the fitness scores of candidate test scenarios using simu-

lations may take a prohibitive amount of time, preventing the gener-

ation of an effective test suite within a reasonable time budget. To ad-

dress this, we present a novel algorithm, called Surrogate-Assisted

Many-Objective Test suite generation Algorithm (SAMOTA), that

extends Algorithm 1 to effectively utilize surrogate models.

Following state-of-the-art surrogate-assisted optimization algo-

rithms [21, 35, 39], SAMOTA uses the idea of iterating two search

phases, namely global search and local search. Briefly speaking,

global search (with global surrogate models) first explores the search
space by capturing the global outline of the fitness landscape, and

then local search (with local surrogate models) exploits the promis-

ing areas found by the global search. Only the best predicted test

cases that are found through cooperation between global and lo-

cal search are evaluated through expensive simulations, whose

results will be used to build more accurate surrogate models in the

next iteration, thus iteratively finding more promising test cases.

This search process continues until the computational budget is

exhausted. Since it is usually difficult to accurately approximate

the whole search space relying on global surrogate models only,

such cooperation between global and local search is more effective

at achieving the search objectives [45]. The details of global and

local searches will be provided in § 5.2.1 and § 5.2.2, respectively.

In addition to applying the state-of-the-art, surrogate-assisted

optimization algorithms to the important software engineering

problem of test suite generation, we address its limitations in our

context. We observed that these algorithms generate either too

many local surrogate models that tend to degrade performance or

only one local surrogate model that cannot accurately capture the

local fitness landscape of individual promising areas. To address

the issues, we introduce a novel, clustering-based approach that

generates one local surrogate model per cluster composed of test

cases that belong to the same promising area. Before we move on

to the details, we first provide an overview of SAMOTA below.

Similar to Algorithm 1, SAMOTA (whose pseudo-code is shown

in Algorithm 2) takes as input a set of objectives𝑂 , a population size

𝑝𝑠 , and a set of error thresholds 𝐸, plus the maximum numbers of

iterations for global search 𝑔max and local search 𝑙max (as stopping

criteria for global and local search), the percentage of test cases

to be used for training local surrogate models [, the minimum

number of test cases in a cluster 𝑐𝑚 for local search, and a database

𝐷 that keeps all test cases already evaluated by the simulator (if

any); SAMOTA then returns an archive𝐴 as in Algorithm 1 and the

database 𝐷 updated during the execution. The updated database

can be used as input for future execution.

The algorithm begins with initializing 𝐴, the set of uncovered

objectives𝑈 , and the set of test cases 𝑃 of size 𝑝𝑠 (lines 1-3). For the

initialization of 𝑃 while promoting diversity, an adaptive random

generation technique [6] is used. The fitness scores of the test

cases in 𝑃 are then computed by executing a simulator (line 4) and

updates 𝐴 and𝑈 using 𝑃 and 𝐸 such that𝑈 excludes the objectives

that are covered (achieved) by 𝑃 with respect to the given error

thresholds 𝐸 and 𝐴 includes the test cases from 𝐴 ∪ 𝑃 , which are

best at achieving the covered objectives (line 5). The algorithm also

updates 𝐷 to include 𝑃 since the simulator is executed for all test

cases in 𝑃 (line 6). Until the stopping criterion is met, the algorithm

repeats the surrogate-assisted global search (lines 8–11) and the

Algorithm 2: SAMOTA
Input :Set of Objectives𝑂

Population Size 𝑝𝑠

Set of Error Thresholds 𝐸

Max Iteration for Global Search 𝑔max
Max Iteration for Local Search 𝑙max
Percentage of Test Cases for Local Search [

Minimum Number of Test Cases in Cluster 𝑐𝑚

Database 𝐷

Output :Archive 𝐴
Updated Database 𝐷

1 Archive 𝐴← ∅
2 Set of Uncovered Objectives𝑈 ← 𝑂

3 Set of Test Cases 𝑃 ← InitialPopulation(𝑝𝑠 )
4 𝑃 ← calculateFitnessSim(𝑃 )
5 𝐴,𝑈 ← updateArchive(𝐴, 𝑃, 𝐸,𝑂)
6 𝐷 ← updateDatabase(𝐷, 𝑃 )
7 while not (stopping-condition) do
8 Set of Test Cases𝑇𝑔 ← GS(𝐷,𝑈 , 𝑝𝑠 , 𝑔max , 𝐸)
9 Set of Test Cases𝑇𝑔 ← calculateFitnessSim(𝑇𝑔)

10 𝐴,𝑈 ← updateArchive(𝐴,𝑇𝑔, 𝐸,𝑂)
11 𝐷 ← updateDatabase(𝐷,𝑇𝑔)
12 Set of Test Cases𝑇𝑙 ← LS(𝐷,𝑈 , 𝑙max , 𝑐𝑚, [)
13 Set of Test Cases𝑇𝑙 ← calculateFitnessSim(𝑇𝑙 )
14 𝐴,𝑈 ← updateArchive(𝐴,𝑇𝑙 , 𝐸,𝑂)
15 𝐷 ← updateDatabase(𝐷,𝑇𝑙 )
16 return 𝐴,𝐷

surrogate-assisted local search (lines 12–15). For the global search,

the algorithm generates the set of test cases 𝑇𝑔 that are expected

to satisfy𝑈 with respect to 𝐸 using algorithm GS (line 8, detailed
in § 5.2.1), calculates the fitness scores of the test cases in 𝑇𝑔 by

executing the simulator to generate the set of test cases 𝑇𝑔 that

also contains their actual fitness scores (line 9), and updates 𝐴,𝑈 ,

and 𝐷 using 𝑇𝑔 , as done for 𝑃 (lines 10-11). For the local search,

the algorithm repeats the same procedures as for the global search,

except that it generates the set of test cases 𝑇𝑙 , that are expected

to better satisfy 𝑈 than 𝑇𝑔 , with respect to 𝐸 using algorithm LS
(line 12, detailed in § 5.2.2). The algorithm ends by returning 𝐴

and 𝐷 (line 16). Note that |𝑇𝑔 | and |𝑇𝑙 | decrease as |𝑈 | decreases,
resulting in further reducing the number of expensive executions

of the simulator.

5.2.1 GS (Global Search). This algorithm aims to explore the search

space using global surrogate models for uncovered objectives. It

basically uses the same search framework as Algorithm 1 and re-

turns the best test case for each uncovered objective in terms of

the fitness score predicted by the global surrogate model trained

using all the test cases in the database. Recall that the resulting test

cases will be evaluated using the simulator (line 9 in Algorithm 2)

to calculate their actual fitness scores, and the database will be

updated to include the test cases with their actual fitness scores,

leading to more accurate surrogate models in the next iteration

of GS. To further improve the accuracy, GS additionally finds and

returns the most uncertain test case for each uncovered objective

based on the uncertainty of the surrogate model predictions, which
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can be measured, for example, according to the magnitude of the

disagreement among the outputs of the members of an ensemble

surrogate model as explained in section 2.2.

Specifically, the GS algorithm (Algorithm 3) takes as input the

database 𝐷 , the set of uncovered objectives 𝑈 , the population size

𝑝𝑠 , the maximum number of iterations 𝑔max , and the set of error

thresholds 𝐸; it returns a set of resulting test cases 𝑇𝑔 found by

global surrogate models trained using 𝐷 . 𝑇𝑔 consists of the most

promising test case for each uncovered objective 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 and the

most uncertain test case for each 𝑢, leading to |𝑇𝑔 | ≤ |𝑈 | × 2.

Algorithm 3: GS (Global Search)

Input :Database 𝐷
Set of Uncovered Objectives𝑈

Population Size 𝑝𝑠

Max Iteration 𝑔max
Set of Error Thresholds 𝐸

Output :Set of Test Cases𝑇𝑔
1 Set of Global Surrogates𝑀𝑔 ← trainGlobals(𝐷,𝑈 )
2 Set of Best Test Cases𝑇𝑏 ← ∅
3 Set of Most Uncertain Test Cases𝑇𝑛 ← ∅
4 Integer Counter 𝑖 ← 0

5 Set of Test Cases 𝑃 ← initialPopulation(𝑝𝑠 )
6 while 𝑖 < 𝑔max do
7 Set of Test Cases𝑄 ← genOffspring(𝑃 )
8 Set of Test Cases𝑊 ← calcFitnessGS(𝑃 ∪𝑄,𝑀𝑔)
9 𝑇𝑏 ,𝑇𝑛,𝑈 ← update(𝑇𝑏 ,𝑇𝑛,𝑊 ,𝑈 , 𝐸)

10 𝑃 ← generateNextGen(𝑊,𝑈 )
11 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
12 return𝑇𝑏 ∪𝑇𝑛

The algorithm begins with training the set of global surrogate

models𝑀𝑔 (one per an uncovered objective in 𝑈 ) using all the test

cases in 𝐷 (line 1). The algorithm then initializes the set of best test

cases 𝑇𝑏 , the set of most uncertain test cases 𝑇𝑛 , the counter 𝑖 , and

the set of test cases 𝑃 of size 𝑝𝑠 (lines 2–5). While 𝑖 < 𝑔max , the

algorithm repeats the following steps: (1) generate the offspring 𝑄

from 𝑃 (line 7), (2) generate the set of test cases𝑊 by merging 𝑃 and

𝑄 and predicting their fitness scores using𝑀𝑔 while recording the

uncertainty of individual predictions (line 8), (3) update 𝑇𝑏 , 𝑇𝑛 , and

𝑈 such that𝑇𝑏 includes the best test case from𝑇𝑏∪𝑊 for each𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 ,

𝑇𝑛 includes the most uncertain test case from𝑇𝑛∪𝑊 for each𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 ,

and𝑈 excludes the objectives covered by 𝑇𝑏 (line 9), (4) generate

the next generation 𝑃 from𝑊 for𝑈 (line 10), and (5) increase 𝑖 by

1 (line 11). The algorithm ends by returning 𝑇𝑔 = 𝑇𝑏 ∪𝑇𝑛 (line 12).

Note that each global surrogate model should be able to provide

the uncertainty of individual predictions in addition to predicted

fitness scores. An ensemble model already satisfies the requirement

as the disagreement among the outputs of the ensemble members

can be used to measure uncertainty (see section 2.2 for more de-

tails). Following the widely used surrogate models in the area of

surrogate-assisted optimization [21, 39], we combine Kriging, poly-

nomial regression, and radial basis function network models into

an ensemble surrogate model for global search to accurately pro-

vide fitness score predictions and easily calculate the uncertainty

of individual predictions.

Figure 1: Illustration of clustering-based, local surrogate
model generation

5.2.2 LS (Local Search). This algorithm aims to exploit promising

areas, found by the global search, using local surrogate models.

For each promising area for each uncovered objective, it finds and

returns the best predicted test case based on a single-objective

search. Since inexpensive surrogate models are used for fitness

evaluations, we can use population-based optimization algorithms,

such as Genetic Algorithm [41], rather than single-state optimiza-

tion algorithms to increase the search performance. An important

challenge is how to train a local surrogate model that accurately

captures the local fitness landscape of a certain area.

An approach proposed by Zhou et al. [45] builds a local surrogate

model using the𝑚 nearest data points in the database for each of

the top [% individuals (in terms of their actual fitness scores) in

the database. While each surrogate model can intuitively represent

the local fitness landscape in the vicinity of a good individual,

the number of the surrogate models can be an issue (especially

considering the growth of the database) because the local search

should be iterated for each individual and uncovered objective to

find the best test case. Another approach proposed by Wang et al.

[39] builds one local surrogate model for all top [% individuals

at once. While this is clearly better than the former solution in

terms of number of surrogate models, the top [% individuals can be

too widespread, making the surrogate model unable to accurately

capture the local fitness landscape.
To address the limitations of existing approaches in our context,

we introduce a clustering-based approach for local surrogate model

generation, which combines the benefits of the two approaches

described above by limiting the number of surrogate models while

avoiding the combination of top individuals that are too far away

from each other. Our approach once again first selects the top

[% individuals. But it then clusters the selected individuals based

on their vicinity in the fitness landscape. Based on the clustering

results, our approach builds one local surrogate model for each

cluster. Taking Figure 1 as a simple uni-dimensional example where

the dots denote all test cases in the database and the red circles

indicate the clusters generated for the top 10 test cases. While the

individuals are widespread in the fitness landscape, a local surrogate

model is built based on the test cases in each cluster, to allow the

local search to exploit the best candidates located in a specific area.

For clustering test cases, we use Hierarchical Density-Based

Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) [25],

with an optional parameter specifying the minimum number of

data points in each cluster. One can select the minimum number

if the minimum amount of training data is already known for a
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certain surrogate model type to be used; otherwise, the default

value of 5 provided by HDBSCAN can be used.

Algorithm 4: LS (Local Search)

Input :Database 𝐷
Set of Uncovered Objectives𝑈

Max Iteration 𝑙max
Percentage for Training Surrogate Models [

Minimum Number of Test Cases in Cluster 𝑐𝑚

Output :Set of Test Cases𝑇𝑙
1 Set of Test Cases𝑇𝑙 ← ∅
2 foreach Objective 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 do
3 Set of Clusters𝐶 ← generateClusters(𝐷,[,𝑢, 𝑐𝑚)
4 foreach Cluster (Set of Test Cases) 𝑃 ∈ 𝐶 do
5 Surrogate Model𝑚𝑢 ← trainLocal(𝑃 )
6 Test Case𝑇𝑏 ← 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙

7 Integer Counter 𝑖 ← 0

8 while 𝑖 < 𝑙max do
9 Set of Test Cases𝑄 ← genOffspring(𝑃 )

10 Set of Test Cases𝑊 ← calcFitnessLS(𝑃 ∪𝑄,𝑚𝑢 )
11 𝑇𝑏 ← updateBestPredicted(𝑇𝑏 ,𝑊 )
12 𝑃 ← generateNextGen(𝑊 )
13 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
14 𝑇𝑙 ← 𝑇𝑙 ∪ {𝑇𝑏 }

15 return𝑇𝑙

Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo-code for local search, including

our clustering-based local surrogate model generation. It takes

as input the database 𝐷 , the set of uncovered objectives 𝑈 , the

maximum number of iterations 𝑙max , the percentage of test cases in

𝐷 to be used for training local surrogate models[, and the minimum

number of data points in a cluster 𝑐𝑚 ; it returns a set of test cases

𝑇𝑙 that are expected to be the best at satisfying𝑈 according to local

surrogate models. Note that 𝑇𝑙 may contain multiple test cases for

one objective if there are multiple promising areas for one objective.

Algorithm 4 begins with initializing a set of test cases 𝑇𝑙 (line 1).

For each uncovered objective 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈 , the algorithm finds the best

test cases (possibly many if there are many promising areas) to

be added into 𝑇𝑙 (lines 2–14). Specifically, the algorithm generates

clusters, with the minimum number of test cases 𝑐𝑚 in each cluster,

from the top[% test cases in𝐷1
for𝑢 (line 3), trains a local surrogate

model for each cluster (lines 4–5), and finds the best predicted test

case 𝑇𝑏 using the local surrogate model (lines 6–13). The algorithm

ends by returning 𝑇𝑙 (line 15).

Unlike GS, LS does not use the uncertainty of surrogate models’

predictions. Therefore, considering computationally efficiency, we

can use any of the non-ensemblemodels described in section 2.2.We

will show how to find the best configuration for LS, including the
surrogate model type, in our empirical evaluation (see section 6.2).

6 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
This section reports the empirical evaluation of our approach for

efficient DNN testing when applied to an open-source DADS. Specif-

ically, we investigate the following research questions:

1
If the number of the top [% test cases in𝐷 is less than 𝑐𝑚 , then the top 𝑐𝑚 test cases

in 𝐷 are used.

RQ1: What is the best configuration for LS?
RQ2: How do alternative approaches fare in terms of test effective-

ness?

RQ3: How do alternative approaches fare in terms of test effi-

ciency?

RQ1 aims to find the best configuration for LS before we investi-

gate the effectiveness and efficiency of SAMOTA. As explained in

§ 5.2.2, we propose a new clustering-based approach for better local

surrogate model generation in LS. However, compared to existing

approaches, we need to assess our clustering-based approach in

terms of the effectiveness of LS. Furthermore, its impact may vary

depending on the types of surrogate models (e.g., Kriging, poly-

nomial regression, and radial basis function network). To answer

these questions, we compare the combinations of surrogate model

generation approaches and surrogate model types in terms of the

ability of LS to find the most critical test inputs for a given time bud-

get. Notice that we do not investigate the best configuration for GS
since this has already been investigated in existing studies [20, 21]

and we will therefore rely on reported results.

Using the best configuration for LS resulting from answering

RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 aim to investigate the effectiveness and ef-

ficiency of SAMOTA, respectively, in comparison to “naive” ap-

proaches that do not use surrogate models, such as MOSA, FITEST,

and Random Search (with archive). To answer RQ2, we investigate

how many safety violations are found by test suites generated us-

ing different approaches given a time budget. To answer RQ3, we

investigate how quickly target safety violations are found by test

suites generated using different approaches. The answers will show

how effective and efficient SAMOTA can be by adapting the idea

of surrogate-assisted optimization.

We conducted our evaluation on Ubuntu 18.04 running on Intel

i9-9900K CPU with RTX 2080 Ti (11 GB) and 32 GB memory.

6.1 Case Study Subjects
We use Pylot [13], a publicly available DADS, as our case study

subject. To enable simulation-based testing, we also use CARLA [7],

a high-fidelity, open-source simulator for ADS.

Pylot is a DADS for developing and testing autonomous vehicle

components (e.g., perception, prediction, planning) on the CARLA

simulator and real-world vehicles [13]. Given a driving environment

(either simulated or real), it drives the ego vehicle by controlling

its acceleration, braking, and steering according to input data dy-

namically collected though sensors (e.g., camera and LiDAR). To

achieve this, it consists of multiple components providing various

functions of an autonomous vehicle, such as traffic light detection,

lane detection, and object tracking. For each component, Pylot pro-

vides the implementations of state-of-the-art approaches based on

pre-trained DNNs. For example, SSD (Single Shot Detector) [22] is

used for object detection while SORT (Simple Online and Realtime

Tracking) [4] and DeepSORT [42] enable obstacle tracking.

CARLA [7] is an open-source simulator based on the Unreal En-

gine [8], designed to support training, development, and validation

of ADS. CARLA provides hand-crafted, high-fidelity virtual maps

having various static environments, such as different road types

(e.g., straights and curves), different sizes of buildings, different
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shapes of trees, and different positions for traffic lights. Such config-

urable attributes can be used to define the test input space of DADS.

In our evaluation, we consider as many configurable attributes as

possible: road type, start/end-point on maps, the presence of other

vehicles in front/same/opposite lane, other vehicle types, vehicle

speed, the density of pedestrians, the presence of trees and build-

ings, time of day, and weather condition. To avoid invalid scenario

generation (e.g., the road type is ‘straight’ while the start-point on a

map is ‘at the start of a curve road’), we use additional pre-defined

constraints on the attribute values. More details are provided in the

supporting materials [37].

Considering the capability of CARLA to compute related metrics

(e.g., the distance between vehicles), we use the following six (safety)

requirements for Pylot: (1) follow the center of the lane, (2) avoid

collision with other vehicles, (3) avoid collision with pedestrians,

(4) avoid collision with static objects (e.g., traffic signs), (5) abide

by traffic rules (e.g., traffic lights), and (6) reach the destination

within a given time. More details about the requirements and their

implementations are provided in the supporting materials.

We selected the combination of Pylot and CARLA as our case

study subject since (1) Pylot is an advanced, DNN-based ADS com-

posed of multiple autonomous driving components, (2) Pylot is

designed to be easily usable in simulated environments created

by CARLA, and (3) both are publicly available. While Apollo
2
is

another DADS one could rely on in our investigation, we do not

use it because of compatibility issues (e.g., not compatible with the

latest version of CARLA) and incomplete implementations (e.g., its

camera perception module is not available).

6.2 RQ1: Best Configuration for Local Search
6.2.1 Setup. To answer RQ1, we generate a set of test cases by

executing LS using different configurations and measure the Local
Search Effectiveness (LSE) of the test set. Since LS aims to return

a set of test cases that are expected to be the best at satisfying

the given search objectives (i.e., violating safety requirements) by

predicting the fitness scores of the test cases, the LSE of a test

set can be measured by its actual fitness scores for all objectives.
Specifically, we measure the LSE of a set of test cases𝑇 as LSE(𝑇 ) =∑

𝑜∈𝑂 max𝑡∈𝑇 𝑓 (𝑡,𝑜)
|𝑂 | where 𝑂 is a set of objectives and 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑜) is the

(normalized) actual fitness score of a test case 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 for an objective

𝑜 ∈ 𝑂 . In other words, we calculate the maximum actual fitness

score achieved when running all test cases in 𝑇 for each objective

in 𝑂 and average these scores across all objectives.

Regarding the LS configurations, we consider the combinations

of surrogate model types and generation approaches. Surrogate

model types include KriGing (KG) [33], Polynomial Regression

(PR) [34], and Radial basis Function network (RF) [5] as they are

the most widely used in the literature [12, 21, 39]. For RF, we set

the number of neurons in the hidden layer to 10 since it gave the

best accuracy at predicting the fitness scores of test cases in our

preliminary evaluation. Similarly, we set the degree of polynomial

models for PR to 2 based on our preliminary evaluation. Regarding

surrogate model generation, as already discussed in § 5.2.2, there

are three different approaches for a set of data points (i.e., test cases

with actual fitness scores): (1) build one surrogate model using all

2
https://github.com/ApolloAuto/apollo
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Figure 2: Distribution of LSE values for different LS configu-
rations

the data points; (2) build one surrogate model for each data point

and its neighbors; and (3) build one surrogate model for each cluster

after clustering the data points. The first and second approaches

(i.e., all and neighbors) come from existing work [39, 45] while

the third approach is newly proposed in this paper. However, we

decided to exclude the second approach because it generates too

many surrogate models to process as the number of data points

provided to LS increases during the execution of SAMOTA. As a

result, we consider a total six configurations (i.e., the combination

of 3 surrogate model types and 2 surrogate model generation ap-

proaches). For simplicity, an LS configuration is denoted by 𝑋𝑌
where 𝑋 ∈ {RF, PR,KG} refers to the surrogate model type and

𝑌 ∈ {al, cl} refers to the surrogate model generation approach (i.e.,

all and clustering). For example, KGcl denotes the configuration

that uses Kriging and the clustering approach for model generation.

To run LS, we need to set its inputs: the database 𝐷 , the set

of target objectives 𝑈 , the maximum number of iterations 𝑙max ,

the percentage of data points in 𝐷 to be used for training local

surrogate models [, and the minimum number of data points in a

cluster 𝑐𝑚 . To generate diverse test scenarios in 𝐷 , we use 4-way

combinatorial coverage for all the attributes used to define the test

input space, resulting in |𝐷 | = 587. We select 𝑙max = 200, based

on our preliminary evaluations, since increasing 𝑙max above 200

no longer significantly increases the predicted fitness scores of

the test cases generated by LS. We select [ = 20% following the

recommendations of a recent paper [21]. For 𝑐𝑚 , we use the default

value of 5 provided by HDBSCAN [25].

To account for randomness in LS, we repeat the experiment 20

times. We apply the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test [24]

to assess the statistical significance of differences in LSE across

LS configurations. Since we statistically test five hypotheses for

each LS configuration (as we compare the six LS configurations

pairwise), we use a level of significance 𝛼 = 0.05/5 = 0.01 by

applying the Bonferroni correction [40] to reduce the risk of Type 1

errors. We also measure Vargha and Delaney’s 𝐴𝐴𝐵 [38] to capture

the effect size of the difference, which can be typically characterized

as small, medium, and large when the 𝐴𝐴𝐵 value exceeds 0.56,

0.64, and 0.71, respectively. Note that 𝐴𝐴𝐵 = 1 − 𝐴𝐵𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴𝐵 =

𝐴𝐵𝐴 = 0.5 means there is no statistical difference between the two

compared configurations.

6.2.2 Results. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the LSE values for

the six LS configurations. The orange bar and the green triangle

in the middle of each box represent the median and the average,
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Table 1: Statistical comparison results for LS configurations

A B 𝑝-value �̂�𝐴𝐵 A B 𝑝-value �̂�𝐴𝐵

𝑅𝐹𝑐𝑙 𝑅𝐹𝑎𝑙 0.001 0.78 𝑅𝐹𝑐𝑙 𝐾𝐺𝑐𝑙 0.162 0.59

𝑅𝐹𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑅𝑎𝑙 0.015 0.70 𝑃𝑅𝑐𝑙 𝑃𝑅𝑎𝑙 0.000 0.90

𝑃𝑅𝑐𝑙 𝑅𝐹𝑎𝑙 0.001 0.78 𝐾𝐺𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑅𝑎𝑙 0.033 0.67

𝑅𝐹𝑎𝑙 𝐾𝐺𝑎𝑙 0.347 0.54 𝐾𝐺𝑐𝑙 𝑃𝑅𝑎𝑙 0.000 0.86

𝐾𝐺𝑐𝑙 𝑅𝐹𝑎𝑙 0.019 0.69 𝑃𝑅𝑐𝑙 𝐾𝐺𝑎𝑙 0.001 0.79

𝑅𝐹𝑐𝑙 𝑃𝑅𝑎𝑙 0.000 0.90 𝑃𝑅𝑐𝑙 𝐾𝐺𝑐𝑙 0.308 0.55

𝑅𝐹𝑐𝑙 𝑃𝑅𝑐𝑙 0.495 0.50 𝐾𝐺𝑐𝑙 𝐾𝐺𝑎𝑙 0.003 0.76

𝑅𝐹𝑐𝑙 𝐾𝐺𝑎𝑙 0.001 0.78 - - - -

respectively. Table 1 additionally shows the results of statistical

comparisons between different LS configurations. The columns A
and B indicate the two configurations being compared. The columns

𝑝-value and 𝐴𝐴𝐵 indicate the statistical significance and effect size,

respectively, when comparing A and B in terms of LSE.
Let us first compare the two surrogate model generation ap-

proaches, i.e., al and cl, for the same surrogate model type. In

Figure 2, for all surrogate model types, the cl approach seems bet-

ter than the al approach. In Table 1, given a level of significance

𝛼 = 0.01, we can see that the difference between cl and al for the
same surrogate model type is statistically significant in all cases.

Furthermore, the 𝐴𝐴𝐵 value is always greater than 0.71, meaning

that cl is largely better than al in terms of LSE. In particular, the

difference between PRcl and PRal is extreme (𝑝-value = 0.000 and

𝐴𝐴𝐵 = 0.90). This is because the al approach yields outliers by con-

sidering all data points at once, thus making the surrogate models

(especially PR) inaccurate, whereas the cl approach does not thanks

to clustering. As a result, for the same surrogate model type, using

the cl approach is clearly better, showing the practical usefulness

of our clustering approach in local surrogate model generation.

The ranking of the surrogate model types, based on their aver-

age LSE values over 20 runs, is RF cl , PRcl , and KGcl , respectively.

However, with 𝛼 = 0.01, the differences between them are all in-

significant, meaning that it does not make a difference, in terms of

LSE, whether RF cl , PRcl , or KGcl is used. Nevertheless, the results

do not imply that there is no significant difference among RF, PR,

and KG for all problems. If possible, in practice, it is better for en-

gineers to determine the best surrogate model type for LS before
running SAMOTA. While it requires a dataset 𝐷 containing diverse

test cases with actual fitness scores, such a dataset could be avail-

able if the system under test already went through system testing

and the test results regarding safety requirements were recorded.

Otherwise, one can opt for RF cl as it is known to provide both

computational efficiency and reasonable training accuracy [21]. In

our evaluation, we therefore use RF cl for the remaining RQs.

To conclude, the answer to RQ1 is that our clustering-based ap-

proach (cl) for surrogate model generation is significantly better

than the existing approach (al) in all cases but there is no practical

difference overall between different surrogate model types. In prac-

tice, it is therefore better to experimentally determine the best local

surrogate model type for a given system under test, while relying

on cl for surrogate model generation. Otherwise, RF cl can be the

default option when this is not possible.

Table 2: Statistical comparison results for different search
approaches

A B 𝑝-value �̂�𝐴𝐵 A B 𝑝-value �̂�𝐴𝐵

MO FI 0.377 0.53 SI MO 0.000 0.77

FI RS 0.411 0.52 SE MO 0.000 0.75

SI FI 0.001 0.76 SI RS 0.000 0.82

SE FI 0.002 0.74 SE RS 0.000 0.81

MO RS 0.229 0.56 SI SE 0.210 0.56

6.3 RQ2: Test Effectiveness
6.3.1 Setup. To answer RQ2, we generate a test suite using SAMOTA

and its alternatives (e.g., MOSA and FITEST) for a fixed time budget

and measure the Test Effectiveness (TE) of the test suite, defined

as the proportion of safety requirements that are violated when

running the test suite over the total number of safety requirements.

TE ranges between 0 and 1, where higher values are desirable.

For SAMOTA, if we have a database that keeps test cases and

their actual fitness scores computed in previous testing sessions,

the database can be provided as input (see Algorithm 2). Though

SAMOTA can start without it, providing a non-empty database as

an initial input can boost the effectiveness of SAMOTA by improv-

ing the accuracy of surrogate models early. To better understand

this, we use two configurations, i.e., SAMOTA starting with an

empty database (SAMOTA-E) and SAMOTA starting with an initial

database (SAMOTA-I). For the initial database, we use 4-way com-

binatorial coverage based on all the attributes used to define the

test input space to generate diverse test cases, as we did for RQ1.

As alternatives to SAMOTA, we use MOSA [29] and FITEST [2],

as they are the state-of-the-art many-objective test suite generation

algorithms. We also use Random Search (RS) that randomly gen-

erates test cases for each iteration, as a baseline. Similar to MOSA

and FITEST, we use an archive in RS so that it keeps the best at

satisfying individual objectives in the archive until the search ends;

the resulting archive is a test suite generated by RS. RS will pro-

vide insight into how easy the search problem is and will help us

evaluate the impact of using advanced search algorithms, such as

MOSA, FITEST, and SAMOTA, on test effectiveness.

The initial population size of MOSA, FITEST, and SAMOTA is the

number of objectives. To be consistent in terms of population size,

we set the number of newly generated test cases at each iteration of

RS to be the number of objectives. For the other parameters, such as

mutation and crossover rates in MOSA, FITEST, and SAMOTA-E/I,

we adapt the default values used by Fraser and Arcuri [10].

To account for randomness in all approaches, we repeat the

experiment 20 times. For each run, we use the same budget of two

hours, as we found that it was long enough to converge in our

preliminary evaluation. We apply the Mann–Whitney U test [24]

to assess the statistical significance of differences in TE among

approaches. Since we statistically test four hypotheses for each

approach (as we compare RS, MOSA, FITESET, SAMOTA-E, and

SAMOTA-I pairwise), we use a level of significance 𝛼 = 0.05/4 =

0.0125 by applying the Bonferroni correction [40] as we did for

RQ1. We also measure Vargha and Delaney’s 𝐴𝐴𝐵 [38] to capture

the effect size of the difference.
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Figure 3: Distribution of TE values for different search ap-
proaches

6.3.2 Results. Figure 3 shows the distribution of TE values achieved
by RS, MOSA (MO), FITEST (FI), SAMOTA-E (SE), and SAMOTA-I

(SI) over 20 runs. Again, the orange bar and the green triangle in the

middle of each box represent the median and average, respectively.

Table 2, whose format is the same as Table 1, presents the results of

statistical comparisons between different approaches. Notice that

some safety requirements may never be violated, and therefore

absolute TE values cannot be interpreted; we use these values only

for comparison purposes.

Overall, the results show that SAMOTA-I is the best in terms

of the average TE value for 20 runs. With a level of significance

𝛼 = 0.0125, the difference between SAMOTA-I and SAMOTA-E is in-

significant (𝑝-value = 0.210), but the differences between SAMOTA-

I/E and the others are all significant with large effect sizes. This

means that, by leveraging surrogate models, SAMOTA can be signif-

icantly more effective than the state-of-the-art test suite generation

approaches and random search in terms of revealing unknown

safety violations within a reasonable time budget.

Interestingly, the differences betweenMOSA and RS and between

FITSET and RS are insignificant (𝑝-values are 0.229 and 0.411, re-

spectively), meaning that MOSA and FITEST are not significantly
better than RS in terms of TE. A detailed analysis of the results

shows that this is because the two-hour time budget is not enough

for MOSA and FITEST to evaluate and evolve candidate test cases

many times; on average, across 20 runs, only around five gener-

ations were completed during each run of MOSA and FITEST. In

contrast, SAMOTA went through more than 800 generations using

global and local surrogate models, within the same time budget,

and therefore yielded significantly higher TE values than MOSA

and FITEST as a result. This also confirms that the surrogate models

of SAMOTA are sufficiently accurate to effectively guide the search

towards test cases that cause safety violations. However, we would

expect the difference between SAMOTA and MOSA or FITEST to

diminish with a much longer time budget allowing them to go

through many more generations. Nevertheless, such a scenario is

unrealistic in practice as SAMOTA is likely to remain significantly

more effective than its alternatives for practical time budgets.

Another interesting result is that there is no statistical difference

between SAMOTA-I and SAMOTA-E, meaning that providing an

initial database in SAMOTA does not lead to a significant improve-

ment in detecting safety violations. This implies that SAMOTA can

generate good enough test suites even without an initial database,
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Figure 4: Test efficiency for different search approaches

an importance practical consideration. In RQ3, we will further com-

pare SAMOTA-I and SAMOTA-E in terms of test efficiency (i.e.,

how fast safety violations are detected).

To conclude, the answer to RQ2 is that, in our context, SAMOTA

is significantly more effective than other many-objective search

algorithms tailored for test suite generation. Furthermore, SAMOTA

can achieve acceptable test effectiveness without an initial database.

6.4 RQ3: Test Efficiency
6.4.1 Setup. To answer RQ3, we use the same approaches and

setups as in RQ2 (i.e., SAMOTA-I/E, MOSA, FITEST, and RS). We

generate a test suite using each approach and measure its execution
time to achieve specific TE values (i.e., 1/6, 2/6, ..., 6/6 as there are

six safety requirements in total).

To account for randomness, as we did in RQ2, we repeat the

experiment 20 times. Notice that we cannot calculate the average

execution time for 20 runs to achieve a specific TE value because

not all 20 runs necessarily achieve such TE value (even for TE =

1/6). Therefore, we compute how the average TE values for 20 runs

vary over time from 20min to 120min, in steps of 20min.

6.4.2 Results. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the execu-

tion time and the average TE values for 20 runs across all approaches.
For example, RS is always at the bottom, meaning that, on average,

RS achieves the lowest TE values compared to the others over the

same time period.

Comparing SAMOTA-I and SAMOTA-E, we can see that SAMOTA-

I achieves higher TE values than SAMOTA-E for the first 60min on

average, but this difference vanishes after 80min. This is because
the surrogate models of SAMOTA-E are relatively inaccurate in the

beginning, as no initial database was provided, but they get more

accurate over time as the database grows. Such growth also explains

why MOSA achieves a higher average TE value than SAMOTA-E

after 20min and why this trend is reversed after 80min.
Comparing SAMOTA-I/E and alternatives, SAMOTA-I is always

at the top, meaning that it is always faster than the alternatives

to achieve the same level of test effectiveness. This is the same

for SAMOTA-E, except for the first 40min where it is slower than

MOSA for the reason provided above.

To conclude, the answer to RQ3 is that SAMOTA is more effi-

cient than alternative test suite generation approaches using many-

objective search as soon as its surrogate models become sufficiently

accurate. An initial database can boost the efficiency of SAMOTA
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in the initial search phase and allow it to surpass other techniques

right from the start.

6.5 Threats to Validity
Since we use a specific DES (i.e., Pylot), coupled with a simulator

(i.e., CARLA), external validity is our main challenge here. How-

ever, Pylot and CARLA are respectively representative of advanced

DADS and high-fidelity driving simulators, in terms of accuracy,

fidelity, and performance [7, 13]. Furthermore, no other realistic

DADS, coupled with a high-fidelity simulator, is publicly available

at this point, which is indeed an impediment to further experiments

on this topic. Note that such experiments would likely be highly

computationally-intensive, given that it took more than 300 com-

puting hours in our case. Nevertheless, further experiments with

different DES and high-fidelity simulators would be required to

strengthen the generalizability of our results.

We want to remark that the applicability of SAMOTA is not

limited to a specific DES since none of the algorithms (2-4) assumes

specific DES properties. As long as there are many safety require-

ments (possibly independent from each other) for a DES under

test and the fitness evaluation for each requirement is expensive,

SAMOTA would show promising results as compared to the other

algorithms that do not use surrogate models.

6.6 Data Availability
The replication package of our experiments — including the imple-

mentation of search algorithms, simulator, and the details of the

experimental setup — is available on Figshare [37].

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present SAMOTA, a novel approach to effectively

and efficiently generate test data for DNN-enabled systems in the

context of online testing. In essence, it provides a strategy to effec-

tively combine surrogate-assisted optimization and many-objective

search. Empirical evaluation results on an advanced DNN-enabled

ADS, with a high-fidelity driving simulator, show that SAMOTA

is significantly more effective and efficient, with a large effect size,

than the state-of-the-art many-objective test suite generation algo-

rithms and random search.

As part of future work, we plan to further investigate and explain

the safety violations detected by our approach; for example, we

can derive association rules between the test scenario attribute

values and the resulting safety violations using association rule

mining algorithms [15]. We also plan to increase the number of

case studies by using high-fidelity simulators in the domain of

autonomous drones, such as PEDRA [3] and AirSim [32], to increase

the generalizability of our results.
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